
Minutes for the flat meeting of Jan 27th, 2010.
       by Finn

Spreadsheet: Richard made a spreadsheet to record the participation of volunteers (hours or shifts) for 
the reduced pricing schema - it's on the computer. Recommendation to record shifts and equivalent 

participation (giving workshop, 2.5 taskarade hours ).

Volunteers: Talked about new Shift Coordinator role. Having new trainees as a fifth volunteer in Feb is 
no problem - good chance to get started learning. Dan can be key holder for volunteer Friday. Of 

people at meeting, no one available for Feb 2nd.

New Key List: Finn will bring it in on Thursday (update! SSMU says they have it already)

Handling e-mail: will try rotating e-mail duty. Seb volunteered to try to keep an eye on the inbox from 
now till the next meeting.

Drop in visit from Ed of RTM - they have a surplus of old wheels looking for homes, 30 + to give 
away. Will send out notice to montreal coops for needs of wheels (type and number). We need all sizes, 

but mostly 27' and 700c, and 26 front.

Vises: 3 possible sources:
       Wilton lowest grade professional swivel (cast iron)

               6' $336,  $252 w/o swivel base
               w/ lifetime warranty? maybe

               w/ pipeclamp

       Ridged 6' 517$ forged iron
               w/ lifetime warrantly

       Gray 6' $179 fixed base, +$50 for swivel, cast iron
               w/ pipe clamp $348 forged steel.

               Partial warranty
               Canadian Company

Discussion on whether we should continue to search for a used vise by Wrecker - yes we should, but 
need a vise now, and could use two if we come across another, so keep an eye out for possibilities.

Consensus to go with the Gray 6' forged steel with pipe clamp at $348. It is powerful and sweet and 
Kzrysztof will continue the acquisition process with a PO to SSMU.

Build a bike project: return to it next week. need hooks for storage and pricing of frames. Let's let 
people get to it it, store downstairs with masking tap.

       suggest $20 for a frame (inless other factors apparent)

Advanced Mech training: contact Seb! He will send out another call to those who expressed interest 
previously.


